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Privileged Location
• Barcelona is the centre of a 2.500 km2 metropolitan area with nearly 5 M 

people and also a part of an European mega region with 27M inhabitants.
• 18,5% of the city’s residents are foreigners, an historical high, which shows 

the city’s  cosmopolitan, diverse and open culture.
• Barcelona offers easy access to the EU (510 M people) and is part of the 

Mediterranean corridor, a Trans-European network for logistics with a 
direct impact on an area of 250 M inhabitants.

Accessible and well connected
• Barcelona’s airport has the highest growth rate in Europe and

ranks as the 7th busiest EU airport, with 50.2 M passengers in 2018
(+2.6% vs 2017) and 45 intercontinental destinations.(1)

• Barcelona’s port is the main port in  Europe and the Mediterranean
sea for cruises. It also holds the 5th position worldwide.

• First worldwide city by number of international congresses and
delegates.(2)

Diversified economic activity
• Catalonia’s GDP grew 2.3% in 2018 (3) and accounted for 19% of

Spain’s total GDP.
• The Barcelona region accounts for 74% of the Catalan’s economy

and a 14% of Spain’s GDP.
• The 9th urban area by reception of foreign investment, with 135

greenfield projects.(4)

• It is a territory with a solid industrial base: Key sectors : chemicals
and pharmaceutical, automobiles, food production, paper and
graphic art. Tourism and services are also very strong.

Knowledge, research and innovation focus
• Barcelona’s role as the Mobile World Capital, hosting the

Mobile World Congress and its ambition to be a world leader in
technology offers an strategic opportunity.

• The 8th most innovative city in Europe (5) and 30th in the world.
• The 18th the top academic scientific production in the world

and 5th in Europe, in 2017.(6)

• Over half of Barcelona’s employment originates from knowledge-
intensive activities. Catalonia
is the 4th top region in Europe in high tech industry jobs and the
5th in science and technology.(7)

Talent magnet
• The 4th most preferred city to work, after London, New York

and Berlin. (8)

• In the last three years more than 25 technology/ innovation
centres were set up in Barcelona including names as Cisco,
Facebook, Nestlé, Allianz, Amazon, Zurich, Siemens, Roche:
talent  was a key decisional driver.
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1. Source: Idescat
2. Source: International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA)
3. Barcelona’s GDP grew 3.3% in 2017, data for 2018 still not available. Sobres: Ajuntament de Barcelona
4. KPMG Global Cities Investment Monitor 2018, Innovation Cities Index
5. According to the Innovation Cities Index
6. Source: Polytechnic University of Catalonia-Centre of Land Policy and Valuations, http://www-cpsv.upc.es/KnowledgeCitiesRanking 
7. Ajuntament de Barcelona. Data Sheet 2018
8. Decoding Global Talent 2018, Boston Consulting Group
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High quality on higher education
• Catalonia has 12 universities, with 250,000 students, 82.4%

concentrated in Barcelona’s metropolitan area.
• Barcelona is the only city with two institutions amongst the top

five business schools in Europe: IESE and ESADE rank 3rd and 5th
business schools in Europe and 11th and 20th positions worldwide.(1)

Growing entrepreneurial and digital hub
• Barcelona, with 1,100 tech startups stands as the 5th European

Startup hub.
• In tech entrepreneurship, Barcelona is the 3rd most attractive city

to set up a StartUp, after Berlin and London according to British
consulting firm Atomico.(2)

• The distribution of the investment in the start up sector is
dominated by the mobile sector (55%), followed by e-commerce
(25%) and social nature (10%).

• The entrepreneurial rate (8.5%) is higher than in Germany (5.3%),
Italy (4.3%) or France (3.9%).(3)

Competitiveness in costs
• Barcelona’s average salary level is in the lower to mid range among

the most developed cities. The average net salary was 49.6% of
that earned in New York in 2018.

• Office and industrial rental prices are competitive, compared to
other European cities, despite the increase in prices seen in the
last years.

Quality of life and sustainable
• Barcelona’s Mediterranean city model helps develop a

sustainable and mobility-friendly city and the city ranks high:
the 21st city in the world and the 15th in Europe in this regard.(4)

• Key factors such as public space, security, public transport
combined with top architecture, climate, cultural and culinary
offering makes the city very attractive.

International positioning and reputation
• Barcelona is well-positioned from an international and European

perspective.
• It is seen as an advanced, competitive and reputable city, which

offers longstanding assets like high quality of life, culture, health,
and its attractiveness for tourism, in addition to its growing
potential to attract investment and talent, particularly in the area
of technology companies and the digital economy.
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1. Financial Times, Global MBA Ranking 2018
2. Atomico. The State of European Tech 2017
3. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), Executive brief for Catalonia 2017-18 4. Sustainable Cities Mobility Index 2017, 
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1. Priviledged location and market potential

• Barcelona is the heart of a metropolitan area with
nearly 5 M people and is also the gateway to Southern
Europe. It is also the capital of the Mediterranean Sea,
a bridge to the Maghreb and Latin America.

• 18.5% of the city’s residents are foreigners, which
shows the city’s  cosmopolitan and diverse nature
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2. Accessible and well-connected

• Barcelona is the only city 
in southern Europe that 
accomodates, within 5 
kilometers, one of
the major ports in the 
Mediterranean, a high-
speed train station,
the 7th busiest airport in 
Europe and several 
highways linked to the 
European commercial 
network.

• The strategic location 
and good connection to 
international cities are 
some factors that allow 
Barcelona to be ranked 
number 1 city in the world 
by number of delegates 
and international 
congresses. The city also 
has the 2nd biggest trade 
fair site in Europe.

BARCELONA DATA SHEET 2018

20

TOURISM

Tourists and overnight stays in Barcelona
2016 2017 VARIATION 2016/17

Tourists*

7,484,276 7,675,002

Overnight stays

19,590,245 19,724,164

* Tourists staying in hotel establishments

Source: Department of Statistics of Barcelona City Council

Hotel indicators
2016 2017 VARIATION 2016/17

Establishments

639 650

Places (beds)

75,681 79,288

Source: Department of Statistics of Barcelona City Council

Country of origin of tourists, 2017 (%)

Source: Department of Statistics of Barcelona City Council

CONGRESS ACTIVITY

Indicators of congress activity, 2017

2,124
Total meetings

674,890
Total delegates

551
Congresses, conferences 
and courses

1,573 
Conventions and 
incentives

Source: Barcelona Tourist Consortium and Department of Statistics of Barcelona City Counci

Main cities in the world for number of international 
congresses and delegates, 2017

CITIES CONGRESSES DELEGATES CITIES

Barcelona 195 148,624 Barcelona

Paris 190 113,624 Vienna

Vienna 190 111,725 Paris

Berlin 185 110,438 Madrid

London 177 110,438 Prague

Singapore 160 97,549 Berlin

Madrid 153 83,762 Singapore

Prague 151 78,811 London

Lisbon 149 76,549 Lisbon

Seoul 142 75,578 Amsterdam

Source: International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA)

Main trade fairs of Fira de Barcelona that are benchmarks 
in Europe, 2018

Automobile Motorshow 3Rd. Expoquimia-Equiplast-Eurosurfas 

Mobile World Congress BB Construmat

Bcn Games World (OP) Motoh!

Sonar (day / night)  Esc Congress - Cardiologia

Manga Fair  Smart-City Expo World Congress

Education Fair  4YFN - Four Years From Now

Barcelona International Comic Fair Barcelona International Boat Show

Expo Sports  

Source: Fira de Barcelona. Fairs with highest number of visitors

Spain
20.2%

United Kingdom
8.6%

United States
9.5%

France
8.0%

Italy
6.0%

Germany
5.5%

+2,5%

+0,7%

+1,7%

+4,8%

city in the world 
in number of 
international 

congresses and 
participants

1st
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3. Diversified economic activity

• Barcelona leads a big economic area with a long industrial tradition and a dense
business ecosystem. The city is geared towards the economy and knowledge-
intensive activities, especially advanced services and new economy activities:
 − Catalonia is the 5th top region in Europe in terms of employment in high-tech

industries with 230,000 employees working in these activities
 − The industrial sector in Barcelona’s metropolitan area accounts for 60% of

all the jobs in Catalonia, with special emphasis in sectors like chemical and 
pharma, car production, food, paper and graphic arts, and waste treatment

• Barcelona is developing a 4.0 industrial sector based on Big Data  and 3D
printing. Manufacturing associations are promoting digital manufacturing in
companies, schools and entrepreneurial communities.
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4. Knowledge, digital and tech focus

• Barcelona is the 8th in Europe and the 30th top innovative city worldwide
• It´s also one of the top scientific publishing output producers in the world  (18th worldwide and 5th in Europe).
• The R&D spend in Catalonia was 1.46% of GDP in 2016, below Europe average, but higher that regions like Lombardy

or London
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4. Knowledge, digital and tech focus

• Catalonia is the 5th region in Europe by number of people employed in science and technology
• This growth tech and science oriented ecosystem has been reinforced over the last three years with the set up

of more than 25 technology centres in Barcelona, including Cisco, Facebook, Nestlé, Allianz, Amazon, Zurich,
Siemens, Roche…

Technological	Centres City Place Team Surface Description Opening	year

Lidl	 Barcelona
Bergara,13	(the	former	

headquarters	of	BBVA	in	Plaça	
Catalunya)	

200 3.200 E-commerce	services	and	
customer	relations	

CCC-Facebook	 Barcelona	 Torre	Glòries 500 9.000 Monitoring	of	fake	news 2018

Amazon	 Barcelona	 Luxa	Silver	22@	Building 500 10.000 Support	for	SMEs	in	Southern	
Europe

2017

Purina	Studios Esplugues Nestlé's	Central	Headquarters	 40 900 E-commerce,	Internet,	social	
networks	and	relations	with	

2017

Nestlé	Global	Digital	Hub Esplugues Nestlé's	Central	Headquarters	 100 - Development	of	applications,	
websites	and	virtual	stores	

2016

Nestlé	Global	IT	 Esplugues Nestlé's	Central	Headquarters	 - - Global	IT	services	of	the	Swiss	
group

2018

Allianz Barcelona	 Aragón,	295 150 - Computer	services 2018
Microsoft	 Barcelona	 - 60 1.000 Quantum	Laboratory	 On	going	

project
Asics Barcelona	 Doctor	Ferran,	25	 70 2.500 Innovation	Center	and	

Accelerator	
2018

Siemens Cornellà Sede	Centra 50 500 Co-creation	of	energy	projects 2018

Moodle	 Barcelona	 22@ 10 -
European	software	base	for	the	

education	sector 2018

IGG Barcelona	 22@ 60 - Video	game	development 2018

Satellogic	 Barcelona	 22@ 10 -
European	Database	of	Satellite	
Image	Data	Analysis	Service 2018

ThoughtWorks	 Barcelona	 MediaTIC	Building 125 500 Software	development	 2017
Zeptolab Barcelona	 Headquarters	of	Mediapro	 100 925 Video	game	development	 2018

AXA Cornellà WTC	Almeda	Park	 150 - Creation	of	applications	for	all	
AXA	entities	worldwide

-

Zurich	 Barcelona	 Central	Headquarters 200 - Global	Big	Data	Center	 2016

GFT	 Sant	Cugat Central	Headquarters 10 -
Data	in	the	cloud,	IA	and	IoT	for	

the	financial	sector	 2018

Dynatrace	 Barcelona	 Torre	Glòries	 - 1.250 Research	and	development	
laboratory	

2018

Deloitte Barcelona	 MediaTIC	Building 50 - Cybersecurity	Center	 2015

Visa,	Global	Payments,	
Samsung,	Arval,	CaixaBank	

Barcelona	 Pier01 15 1.000
Centre	for	innovation	in	the	
digitalisation	of	payment	

methods	
2017

Roche	 Sant	Cugat Central	Headquarters 530 7.200
Clinical	laboratory	

development	centre	and	digital	
hub	for	the	Diabetes	Care	area

2017

Cisco	 Barcelona	 Antigua	fábrica	de	Ca	l’Alier	 -	 - IoT	Solutions	and	Smart	Cities 2018

N26	 Barcelona	 - 100 - Tech	hub	in	digital	banking	 2018

New	Technological	Centres	of	multinationals	in	the	Barcelona	area
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5. High quality talent: focus on generation,
attraction and retention

• According to the Decoding Global talent Survey,
Barcelona is the 4th best city to work

• High concentration of knowledge-intesive jobs:  50%
employees work in knowledge-intensive services. In
2017, Catalonia was the 4th highest region in Europe
concerning employment in high tech industries

• Consolidated digital and tech hub supported by the
city capacity to gather skilled, local and international
talent available
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6. Prestigious higher education system

• Catalonia has 12
universities with 250,000
students. Barcelona and
its metropolitan area are
home for the 82.4% of the
students

• Barcelona is the only city
with two institutions among
the top eight business
schools in Europe: ESADE
and IESE standing as 5th
and 3th business schools in
Europe

• In 2017, 45.8% of employees
had a university degree, a
percentage higher than the
average European Union
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7. Growing entrepreneurial digital hub

• In tech entrepreneurship, 
Barcelona is the 3rd most 
attractive city to set up a 
startup after Berlin and 
London

• Barcelona, with 1,100 start-
ups, stands as the 5th 
European Start-Up hub.

• The combination of highly 
qualified talent from all 
around the world and
an environment that 
encourages innovation has 
led to success stories such 
as Travelperk, Glovo, and 
Typeform.

• Barcelona Tech city is an 
example of the strength of 
the entrepreneurial 
ecosystem

Barcelona is the 5th largest European tech hub (by investment)

Source: DealRoom. Excludes buyouts, secondary transactions, debt, ICO, lending capital, grants.
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8. An entrepreneurial city
with competitive costs

• Barcelona is the 11th city in
Europe and 24th in the world
in terms of competitivenes
according to Global Power
City Index 2018

• Barcelona’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem is impulsed
additionally by the city’s
reasonable costs compared
to other international cities:
Barcelona ranks 79st in cost
of living among the most
important world cities

• Barcelona’s average
salary level is in the lower
mid range among the
most developed cities.
The average net salary
represented 49.6% of that
of New York in 2018.

Source: DealRoom. Excludes buyouts, secondary transactions, debt, ICO, lending capital, grants.
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8. An international city
with an advantage in costs

• Housing, office and industrial rental prices are also competitive,
compared to other European cities, despite the increase in prices
in the last years

• Price of housing rentals rank 35th in Europe

• Latest prime office rental prices stand at 24,5 Eur/sqm, way
below the main European cities.

Prime Office rentals
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9. Quality of life and sustainability

• Barcelona and its Mediterranean city model
helps develop a sustainable mobility
system. The city ranks hich in prestigious
sustainability indices.

• Key factors such as public space, security,
and public transport, together with
architecture, climate, cultural and culinary
offering make the city very attractive

• The city scored well in terms of safety,
networked city at exposure to sports:
#7 in sports, #13 in safety #13 networked city.
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10. International positioning and reputation

• Barcelona continues to be well positioned
from an international and European
perspective. It is seen as an advanced,
competitive and reputable city, which offers
longstanding assets like high quality of life,
culture, health, and its attractiveness for
tourism.

• It also has a growing potential to attract
investment and talent, particularly in the
area of technology companies and the
digital economy
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Strategic location and market potential

• Strategic location: the capital of the Mediterranean sea.
• Market potential: Barcelona metropolitan area with circa

5M people, is the gate way to Southern Europe.
• Good international connections by sea, air and roads.
• Solid Infrastructure.
• Unique quality of life.

Competitiveness in costs

• Average salary level is in the lower to mid range among
the most developed cities.

• Office and industrial rental prices are competitive,
compared to other European cities.

• Housing is still cheaper than main European capitals.

Well positioned to generate and atract talent

• High quality education system with internationally
ranked business schools: IESE and ESADE.

• The city is a talent magnet for internationals. 18.5%of
the population are foreigners. The international talent
attracted by the high quality standards and the
interesting job offers, reinforced by the growing digital
and tech ecosystem.

Tech, Digital  and Knowledge Focus

• Diversified economy and traditionally very
entrepreneurial.

• Growing startup hub: with 1,100 tech startups as the
5th European startup hub. In tech entrepreneurship,
Barcelona is the 3rd most attractive city to set up a
startup, after Berlin and London.

Why Barcelona  
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Sources: 
• Observatori Barcelona 2018 Report
• Barcelona Data Sheet 2018
• Cushman & Wakefield Data
• GDP Data Source: Oxford Economics
• Global Cities Investment Monitor 2018, KPMG
• Networked Society City Index 2016, Ericsson AB
• International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA)
• 2thinknow Innovation Cities™ Index 2018
• The State of European Tech 2017
• Financial Times, Global MBA Ranking 2018
• Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), Executive brief for Catalonia 2017-18
• The Safe Cities Index 2017. The Economist Intelligence Unit
• FDi Cities and Regions of the Future 2018/19
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Notes



Diagonal 579
Barcelona 08014
+34 936 761 250
barcelonaglobal@barcelonaglobal.org
barcelonaglobal.org
@barcelonaglobal

For further information:

makeithappen@barcelonaglobal.org


